
We have been making the wishes of 
children with a severe disease 
come true for 30 years.



Wishing for something? 
Let’s make it real! And make you happy

wünschdirwas e.V. has been making the wishes of seriously ill children and young people 
come true for 30 years. Why? Because when dreams come true, we are happy, and 
happiness is good for health.

Thanks to our many donors, members, volunteers, supporters and friends, we have alrea-
dy fulfilled about 8,000 wishes. We can do more, together with you. And with our am-
bassadors, who support us and use their voice to advance the work of the association.

We work with numerous organizations and clinics throughout Germany to fulfil the 
wishes of children and young people quickly and without unnecessary paperwork. 
Because together we can simply achieve more.

Our Wish-Fairy Team looks forward to hearing the wishes of your younger and more 
grown-up patients. 
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Let’s get started - what do our 
wish fairies need?
Hospitals

þ The children/young people are 3 to 18 years old

þ Fill out the wish list and mail or post it to wünschdirwas!
 (You can find the form “Wunschzettel Klinik und Hospize” on our website under
 Downloads).

Doctor’s Offices & Medical Facilities

þ The children/young people are 3 to 18 years old.

þ Fill out the wish list and mail or post it to wünschdirwas! (The form “Wunschzettel   
 Praxen und Einrichtungen” can be found on our website under Downloads).

þ Add a doctor‘s note about a serious or chronic disease to the email or letter.

http://www.wuenschdirwas.de


We make whatever is possible a reality 

Adventure awaits

Action: be it a helicopter flight, speedboat ride, parachute 
jump or simply driving a fast car.

A wish trip come true

Leisure and recreation: A trip to the sea. Sleeping in a tree 
house. Holiday in our holiday home. Or a trip to your favorite 
city.

Therapy treats

Care for body and soul: Riding therapy, hippotherapy, art thera-
py, singing therapy, singing bowl therapy or pet therapy.

Dazzled by the stars

Meet an idol: get to know a singer or a football star, see a musi-
cal, watch an actor at work or visit a TV show. 
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Theme park fun

Fun with the whole family: A trip to Disneyland, to Phantasia-
land, to Europa-Park.

Strong with sports

There is energy in movement: learn horse-riding, sailing, skiing, 
yoga and much more. Or watch your favorite team play live.

Experience arts and culture

Experience your passion: Playing an instrument, singing, writing, 
dancing, learning foreign languages, painting or drawing. 

We will provide the lessons.

Individual wishes

Be creative: A dog training session. Being among wolves.
Talking in the dubbing studio. Being on a film set.

Feeding animals in the zoo. Or...
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Henry is king
Second grader Henry knows everything about helicopters and 
dreams of becoming a pilot one day. His greatest dream: to fly in 
a helicopter and see the world from above. Henry never stopped 
smiling when his dream came true. He was king of the air and 
just so happy!

Jacob is brave - free fall
It was Jacob‘s biggest wish: to jump with a parachute once and 
experience the breathtaking feeling of free fall, the special kick! 
And he actually did it. He dropped a whole 3,000 meters together 
with our experienced jumping partner. Jakob will never forget this 
experience, he was so thrilled and full of adrenalin!

Frederik at the open-pit mine
The huge excavators in open-pit mines and coal mining: these 
are topics that have always interested 13-year-old Frederik. All 
the better that he spent a whole day at the open-pit mine. He 
even got to operate and dig the XXL bucket wheel excavator. 
What a day!

Adventure awaits
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A wheelchair-accessible holiday by the sea
For Chantal and her family a dream came true: a little holiday on 
the North Sea coast in a wheelchair-accessible holiday home sui-
table for the disabled. The family enjoyed the beautiful landsca-
pe and for Chantal it was a fantastic change from everyday life.

 

Living in a tree house
Matthias had a dream: to spend one night high up in a tree 
house. For one weekend Matthias moved with his family to 
the treetops. Among quirky houses, hills and a magical forest, 
a huge adventure playground and a zoo, time stood still for a 
short time: „We feel like Harry Potter“

A stay in our holiday home in Hinte
Recreation for the whole family. Our holiday home in Hinte sits 
high up on the North Sea. Little Jannis and his brother could 
enjoy the sea, the beach and many great leisure activities that 
will be remembered for a long time.

A wish trip come true
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Animals give strength
Dennis went to a therapy park and felt wonderfully comfortable. 
He was especially happy to get the chance to spend time with his 
favorite dog. He was able to open up enormously, and the animals 
in the park brought out energies which amazed not only him, but 
also his family.

Clara up on horseback
Clara loves horses. So the wish to do riding therapy was the next 
step. Animals can help improve physical, emotional and mental 
health. A trusting relationship strengthens self-esteem - visible 
at a glance!

Dance Dance Dance Dance
When Laura dances, she is in the moment and can forget 
the world around her. Dance therapies are a great key to un-
derstanding and expressing your own feelings. In step with 
the music, the body becomes a creative plaything. 

Therapy treats
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Lisa meets Guido
It was a special day for 16-year-old Lisa: She met her idol, the 
presenter of the show „Shopping Queen“, Guido Maria Kretsch-
mer, in Berlin for the show recording. Guido was impressed by 
Lisa and her fighting spirit, which she never gives up on despite 
her condition. He asked many questions and got many answers. 
And Lisa? She had a wonderful day, which not only she, but also 
Guido enjoyed very much.

Meet & Greet with Andreas
Christina raves about Andreas Gabalier and his music. Her wish 
to attend one of his concerts and meet him personally back-
stage was fulfilled. And what did Andreas do? He signed his 
sunglasses and gave them to Christina. It doesn‘t get any better 
than this!

Bibi Blocksberg, live and in color
Whizz, whizz! Charlotte is enchanted by Bibi Blocksberg and 
very happy to meet the Bibi musical actress live. She conju-
red up presents and a great performance. Charlotte will su-
rely remain the biggest Bibi fan after this great experience!

Dazzled by the stars
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With the whole family to Disneyland
Group trips to Disneyland in Paris are now legendary. Mickey Mouse, 
Goofy and Co. regularly make our families happy. A weekend in a 
fantastic theme park promises to immerse you in a fairytale world 
and countless unforgettable impressions - at least for true Disney 
fans!

„Yeah Baby“ - Yannic at FC Bayern Munich
Yannic‘s dream of being live at a match of FC Bayern Munich came 
true. That look on his face says more than a thousand words. We are 
happy to make so many feelings of happiness possible.

Sport made simple
We create opportunities for you to test yourself and grow. Whether 
you are physically challenged or not, you should be able to play 
your favorite sport or learn something new. We cooperate with 
many clubs that specialize in a wide range of sports for the disabled 
and try to fulfill your wish.

Theme park fun and strong with sports
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Visiting a painter
Aimee‘s wish was to visit a real painter and spend a day with her. 
She was not only allowed to watch, but also to paint a lot herself. 
Of course there were also some insider tips from the pro.

Singing lessons for Donika
Donika was overjoyed about her singing lessons, and we could 
hear it, too - we were allowed to enjoy some recordings every now 
and then. Singing can be a great form of inner expression, can help 
to relax or simply bring happiness.

Jonas learns to play the piano
The piano is a special instrument for Jonas. He dreams of one day 
becoming a professional and being able to play without notes. He 
has now taken the first steps and he is enjoying becoming better 
and better.

Experience art
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Löwenzahn: right in the action!
Nine-year-old Clarissa is a big fan of the show „Löwenzahn“. She 
regularly watches Fritz Fuchs and the other characters make 
exciting discoveries and embark on adventurous journeys. Now 
she is there herself and gets to know all her favorites during the 
shooting.

A personal photo shoot
Mascha had a big dream: a professional photo shoot so she could 
feel like a model. The star photographer Darlins Lopez gave Ma-
scha great moments during a personal photoshoot in a feel-good 
atmosphere. The result was relaxed, professional photos. A very 
cool memory.

Kay with the meerkats
To be close to his favorite animals: for Kay the wish came true and 
he was allowed to enter the enclosure and feed the meerkats. End 
result: Meerkats by, around and on top of Kay!

Individual wishes



Your Song
It was a very special day for Luna: Her heart‘s desire to sing her 
own song on the radio came true. She was allowed to present her 
self-composed and written song „Summer Days“ on the radio. Not 
only that. An interview was also on the agenda. Milena - herself a 
former wünschdirwas child and now a presenter at Radio Cologne 
- talked to her about how  the song was written and how music can 
help you through hard times.

You will find the wish letter to fill in 
on our homepage.

Linus, the locomotive driver
Linus is absolutely glowing as he follows every movement of the 
train driver. He doesn’t let the cars and the locomotive out of 
his sight for a second. When he gets to operate the locomotive 
himself and even drive it himself for a while, he almost bursts 
with pride and joy.

Knight Jacob
A little journey into the past: At the medieval market at Satzvey 
Castle, Jakob and his family were allowed to breathe the air of 
knighthood for a day, and not too briefly. He learned about the 
customs of that time, was allowed to wear a knight‘s armor, to 
rehearse a fight with a wooden sword and in the end he was even 
knighted himself!
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Bring some COLOR into the daily routine 
at the hospital! 

A prize for being brave
Medical tests are often hard, for both young and older patients. The injection hurts, doc-
tor‘s gowns cause tears and examination equipment is scary. Sometimes the only thing 
that helps is a reward from the wünschdirwas treasure chest

Travel to another world
Listen to music, laugh, have fun, dream yourself into another world. All this makes the 
world more beautiful. Laugh with clinic clowns, let a fairy tale princess tell you stories, be 
touched by music or simply celebrate a party. We come to your ward and turn white into 
colorful.

Inspired?
Contact us if you have another idea for your clinic. We make whatever is possible a reality. 
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Family time-out

Quiet. Relaxation. Recharge your batteries. Disconnect. Step out of everyday life.
Children and young people with a severe disease can do this with their siblings and parents 
in our holiday home in Hinte. The two semi-detached houses “Seagull” and “Lighthouse” can 
accommodate up to six people.

Thanks to generous sponsors, we were able to open the feel-good brick house near the North 
Sea in 2009. Immersed in the fresh air, all around you can enjoy pure nature; Emden and its 
shopping facilities are only about 7 km away. . Our committed wünschdirwas employees are 
on hand on-site to provide families with advice and support.

Almost 60 families per year enjoy their time out in the Hinte holiday home. Let your soul 
dangle, play, read, move and just be. This is what our holiday home Hinte stands for.

NIEDERSACHSEN

HAMBURG
BREMEN

Hinte
Emden
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wünschdirwas e.V.
Widdersdorfer Str. 236–240 | 50825 Cologne
Tel.: 0221 / 579 297-0
E-Mail: info@wuenschdirwas.de
www.wuenschdirwas.de |         & 

Donation account

Sparkasse Köln Bonn
IBAN: DE77 3705 0198 1951 9519 51
SWIFT-BIC:  COLSDE33

Registered at Cologne Local Court, VR-Nr. 10823
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